
We studied transaction data and consumer behavior to help dealers better understand 
today's used car buyer.  In addition to a significant increase in used car shoppers on 
TrueCar, we're also seeing an increase in speed to purchase.

of vehicles sold on TrueCar are used*40%
*of reporting dealers

(Data comparing May 2020 to December 2020)

year-to-date increase
in used car shoppers

20%
more used cars were sold 
in Q1 2021 vs Q4 2020

Vehicle was taken to a mutual location where I took delivery of it

18%
Consumer Demand for Used Vehicles is Rising

Used Car Buyers Move Quickly

Used Shoppers are Focused on a Specific Vehicle

Why They Buy

Pickup or Delivery? 

Shopping from Home has Increased 

A used car buyer is 

70% 
more likely to purchase on 

the same day they prospect
than a new car buyer

On average, used car deals closed 

30% 
faster compared to new

More than 1/3 
of used car deals are closed within 

3 days of the prospect submitting a lead

Fun Fact: 61% of TrueCar Military Shoppers 
are looking for used vehicles

Did You Know? 70% of recent used car buyers 
financed their vehicle

Industry Insight: 64% of shoppers would not 
        purchase a car without a test drive

On average, TrueCar used 
shoppers prospect on less 
than 1.25 vehicles

Payment/
Price

Mileage

Interior Style
and Comfort

Expected
Reliability

SafetyCondition of 
Vehicle

71% 68% 63% 47% 45% 41%

86%
of used car buyers took 
possession of their vehicle 
at the dealership

Vehicle was delivered to my home

6%
8%

How Used Car Buyers Disposed of the Vehicle
They Replaced

Calculate personalized
monthly payments online

100% increase

Compare monthly 
payments online
90% increase

Get an offer for 
a trade-in online

100% increase

Complete a 
credit application
130% increase

Customize Payment Review Deal

Your Personal Deal Code

7XLF7N78

Set up the entire
deal online

80% increase

Get all the latest TrueCar product information, insights and 
best practices truecar.com/dealer

Follow us @TrueCarDealers
Sources: TrueCar Used Car Study (December 2020), TrueCar Sales Data (Jan 2020- May 2021), 
TrueCar Website Insights (Jan 2020 -May 2021), TrueCar Retail Solutions Consumer Survey 2020

*of reporting dealers

Sold to a private party

Traded it in towards the next vehicle

Sold to a dealership with a physical location

Sold it to an online-only dealership

5%

1%

21%

58%

Used Car Confidential:

Insights into Today’s 
Used Car Buyer

of vehicles sold by TrueCar Dealers are used*40%


